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SPRAYBOOTH 
SERVICES
We carry out spraybooth services and call outs/repairs on all makes 
of spraybooth. We can supply and install fi lters and consumables, or 
service and test only.

Open back, enclosed, car booths, CV booths, Aerospace; We can service 
them all. Each full service includes EPA and smoke clearance testing 
at no extra charge. Preventative maintenance is always a priority.

With over 25 years of experience in the spraybooth industry, we carry 
out each service or repair thoroughly, quickly and effi ciently so that 
you can be up and running again with the minimum of delay. 





SPRAYBOOTH 
TESTING
You need to have your spraybooth tested annually to comply with 
legislation. You must also display a smoke clearance time on the front 
of the spraybooth which must be tested each year.

We can test your spraybooth and supply EPA and smoke clearance 
time tests. As part of an annual service, this testing is included at no 
extra charge, ensuring your paperwork is always up to date.



SPRAYBOOTH 
FILTERS & PARTS
An extensive range of spraybooth fi lters is available from stock or for 
fast delivery and can be supplied on a roll or cut to size.

We also supply a large range of spraybooth consumables and spare 
parts, including belts, pulleys, bearings, motors, damper motors and 
temperature controllers. We can supply just about any spraybooth part 
you may require.

Please call us on 01202 897672 or 0845 2575889 for more details or 
visit our website at www.spraybooth-services.com.





SPRAYBOOTH 
UPGRADES
We can upgrade or modify your spraybooth to increase effi ciency and 
to improve it’s performance. 

We specialise in Inverter upgrades which considerably increase the ef-
fi cency of the spraybooth which can cut fuel bills by over 60%!

Water wash spraybooths can be expensive to run and messy to 
maintain; We can upgrade the fi lter systems to clean dry fi ltration 
eliminating the requirement for costly contaminated water removal.



SPRAYBOOTH 
INSTALLATIONS
Moving? Acquired a second hand spraybooth?

We can dismantle and re-assemble and commission it for you or just 
assist in the ‘fi ddly-bits’, commissioning or setting up.

During re-installation we can refurbish the spraybooth and upgrade 
it’s performance and effi ciency.

As the sole UK importer for CMC spraybooths since 1996, we supply, 
install and commission a large range of top quality spraybooths. 
Please visit www.eurotecno.co.uk for more info.
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